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Financial Action Task Force
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International Monetary Fund
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US Internal Revenue Service
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Virtual asset
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

C

lassical economics views money as a functional tool of real economic activity. It facilitates
transactions, provides a measure for comparative valuation, a store of wealth and a means
of deferred payment. In the licit sphere, money is widely viewed by economists as a ‘veil’,

representing no real long-run economic activity in itself. However, in the underworld of illicit economies
and organized crime, money is a facilitator of underlying enterprises – drug trafficking, trafficking in
human beings, wildlife trafficking, illegal mining and a number of other criminal activities. Money is
part of the process of washing illicit gains into seemingly licit assets and activities, while access to
fungible money becomes a scarce commodity. Into this fray emerged cryptocurrencies: a mixture of
technological innovation, libertarian pseudo-economics and a mechanism to enable transactions to
escape from the regulated financial economy.
Global finance is undergoing a period of great technological disruption. Much of this stems from the
innovations sparked by blockchain technologies, in particular Bitcoin. This is driven by the push for
decentralization, changes in payment processing and a potential new role for central banks. Blockchain
technologies have facilitated the promise of decentralized finance (known as DeFi) and the prolifer‑
ation of cryptocurrencies and virtual assets.
The payments-processing industry currently generates US$1.5 trillion in annual revenue, and this could
rise to US$3 trillion by 2030.1 Moreover, with roughly 2 billion people unbanked worldwide, financial
innovations bring the tantalizing prospect of enabling more people to gain access to mainstream
finance.2 Financial inclusion has witnessed a marked improvement in recent decades, driven by tech‑
nological forces including mobile-phone technology and fintech. According to the 2017 Global Findex
Database, 1.2 billion people gained access to bank accounts between 2011 and 2017.3 However, with
innovation and change comes risk, particularly for enabling crime, corruption, sanctions avoidance,
money laundering, terrorist financing and the emergence of financial-market systemic risk.

This report aims to provide a broad overview of cryptocurrencies and organized crime. It is meant
for readers that may have an expertise in one, both or neither, as a means to better understand the
challenges posed by emerging blockchain technologies and decentralized finance. The paper argues
that blockchain technologies and their derivatives are a significant technological innovation, but one
that has unclear use cases and outcomes. Potential use cases are currently speculative and surrounded
by uncertainty, hype and, in many cases, fraud and Ponzi schemes.4
The paper points to central bank digital currencies (CBDCs) as a key global innovation with perhaps
the most significant transformative outcomes of blockchain technologies, despite not being based on
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The New York Stock Exchange
displays BITO, the first Bitcoinlinked exchange-traded fund
in the US. As of June 2022,
BITO is priced at US$13.96,
down 66.69% over the past
year. Photo: Spencer Platt/
Getty Images

such technology. It also points to the regulatory changes underway in response to these emerging
technologies and calls for a continued roll-out in regulatory and law enforcement capabilities to limit
the risks and challenges posed by these technologies.
Such a focus is timely, understudied and widely misunderstood. A 2022 report by Europol highlighted
that the scale of illicit activities enabled by cryptocurrencies is increasing. Their role in facilitating
transactions is rising, although it remains relatively low compared with cash and other forms of illicit
transactions. Cryptocurrencies facilitate large-scale money laundering and enable an online trade in
illicit goods and services, including child sexual abuse material, due to the supposed anonymity – or
pseudonymity – they provide.5 The scale of trade in child sexual abuse material enabled by Bitcoin is
unparalleled. One case alone, in South Korea, is considered the largest archive of child sexual abuse
material ever captured.6
A number of realities seem clear. First, blockchain has had a significant disruptive impact on traditional
finance and systems of payment and money. It has driven financial intermediaries and central banks
further into the digital age, partly out of fear of being left behind. It has forced regulators to come to
terms with an array of previously unimagined technological and transnational coordination issues. Vast
amounts of criminal and fraudulent activities have been enabled by these currencies and technologies,
and it is likely that the scale of criminal innovation will continue to grow at a rapid pace.
Meanwhile, decentralized finance will almost certainly have further disruptive impacts on the operations
of global finance, while proponents of Web3 (an internet based on blockchain technology) suggest
its impact will prove nothing short of revolutionary. These disruptions will undoubtedly fuel new
opportunities for frauds and predatory hype artists (those who manipulate public expectations in order
to artificially inflate virtual asset prices); new platforms and tools for organized criminals and corrupt
actors;7 and new challenges for global regulators enforcing anti‑money laundering/counter‑terrorism
financing (AML/CTF) regulations. There are also the geopolitical changes that these technologies will
drive, and which member states and international institutions must come to terms with, including the
disruption to global trading and financial infrastructure caused by their adoption.
Alongside these risks, there are significant opportunities that come with financial innovation. The
cost–benefit, risk–reward calculations vary by cryptocurrency and DeFi system, driven by design,
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regulation, utilization and a number of other factors. The most likely outcome will be an integration
within and evolution of traditional finance, rather than a revolutionary change in money and global
economic systems. Just as the US and China will find new competitive terrains in CBDCs and European
countries will fixate on decentralized finance’s contribution to the climate crisis, innovations will
continue to become subservient to mainstream economic and geopolitical phenomena.
Blockchain may well prove revolutionary in its impact, but global regulators and institutions have shown
a resolve and capability to ensure the changes it enables will occur within traditional state-regulated
financial and institutional structures. Tackling organized crime, scams and AML/CTF, whether deriving
from or enabled by these technologies, will need to remain a key focus for policymakers, particularly
when the dust on the current ‘cryptomania’ settles – whenever that will be.

Key findings
■

The technological breakthrough of Bitcoin’s pseudonymous creator Satoshi Nakamoto, marked
by the publication of their 2008 paper,8 is potentially revolutionary.

■

It is likely that the implications of blockchain technology and its offshoots will remain unclear
and obscured. Technical, regulatory and environmental challenges continue to be an existential
hurdle.

■

Cryptocurrencies could potentially help 2 billion people access licit finance, bringing their assets
and identities within the global financial system. The realization of this goal is largely speculative
and something that other forms of financial innovation and technology are already improving.

■

Many of the supposed use cases for cryptocurrency technologies are based on speculative
notions, anarcho-utopian goals, flawed economic thinking and unrealistic assessments of the
capabilities of public policy. This creates an enabling environment for fraud and Ponzi schemes.

■

Celebrities and CEOs have been accused of publicly manipulating cryptocurrencies for financial
gain, while the continued development of ‘crypto communities’ has been plausibly likened to
cults.9

■

Central bank digital currencies are gaining traction and it is likely that they will play a significant
role in future counter-crime efforts as well as being a probable avenue of geopolitical and
economic competition.

■

For an ostensibly radically decentralized project, centralization has rapidly occurred for on-ramp
and off-ramp activities – i.e. the transition points between fiat currencies10 and
cryptocurrencies, where investors add or withdraw funds. As governments move to clarify
regulatory rules, exchanges and products are becoming strictly regulated as the means to
prevent abuse. This, in turn, may ultimately remove one of the core use cases of blockchain
technologies – their decentralization.

■

Public policies are moving in the right direction to counter the unregulated nature of crypto
markets. More needs to be done with dynamic policy frameworks that can evolve and keep up
with the pace of technological and financial innovation within the crypto sphere. These
regulations could sound a death knell to the current generation of crypto industries.

■

Regulators and law enforcement need to become more technologically adept to meet these
growing challenges.
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THE CURRENT LANDSCAPE
OF CRYPTO, CRIME AND
REGULATION

A

t their most basic level, blockchain technologies – the underpinning of cryptocurrencies and
decentralized finance – are deceptively simple. Blockchains essentially enable a decentralized
ledger system that maintains an incorruptible, append-only system of records. In other words,

it is an accounting system where records can only be added and never changed. With the launch of
Bitcoin in 2009 and its many successors, blockchains appeared to overcome previous technological
impediments to financial decentralization, including peer-to-peer transactions, self-executing contracts
and decentralized organizations.
Yet the technology is deeply polarizing. It is admired as a formidable technological breakthrough,
idealized as a panacea for the apparent ills of financial centralization and fiat currency, loathed as a
facilitator of criminal activity, and viewed as a Ponzi scheme and financial lunacy on par with the Tulip
mania of the 17th century.11 To some, it is a store of value and hedge against inflation; to others, a

highly volatile speculative asset class in which even its most prominent coin, Bitcoin, can fall 50 per
cent in value in a three-month period and acts in near perfect correlation with inflation-risk assets
such as speculative technology stocks.12
However, mainstream companies continue to adopt cryptocurrencies as a means of payment. PayPal is
examining its own stablecoin (a cryptocurrency that seeks to peg its value to some external reference,
for example the US dollar);13 in April 2022 Mastercard created a joint venture with crypto lender Nexo
to create the first ‘crypto backed’ payment card;14 and Visa is conducting a pilot with Crypto.com.15
In 2021, crypto venture-capital deals reached US$25 billion, a 500 per cent increase on 2020.16 In
November 2021, the total value of crypto assets in the world was roughly US$3 trillion, before more
than halving to US$1.27 trillion in May 2022.17 But other ventures are failing: formerly known as
Facebook, Meta’s plans for a stablecoin ultimately folded under US regulatory pressure.18
In 2021 alone, one analysis suggests total transaction volumes of cryptocurrencies rose 567 per cent
on 2020 levels to US$15.8 trillion.19 Given that rapid growth, the share of confirmed illicit activity
conducted through cryptocurrencies actually shrank, growing at 79 per cent.20 But law enforcement
authorities and regulators would be hard pressed to find upside in a sector enabling a near doubling of
confirmed illicit activities from US$7.8 billion in 2020 to 14 billion in 2021.21 The authors of the report
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also highlight that their previous years’ estimates doubled upon discovering more illicit addresses
utilizing the currency.22 Extrapolating a similar outcome to 2021 would see the total figure reach
almost US$32 billion. Moreover, these estimates may understate the share of illicit activities through
intelligence gaps that overlook off-chain illicit activities (those occurring in the non-crypto world),
including widespread fraud, money laundering and other obscured activities.23
In parallel to the crypto hype, the core innovation surrounding the technology may derive not from
decentralized communities of users and web developers, but central banks. The emergence of a
burgeoning field of CBDCs in over 90 countries and with more than 100 million users could perhaps
offer the most long-term disruption of the technology. However, CBDCs largely shun the core block‑
chain technologies that underpin decentralized finance and cryptocurrencies, instead opting for more
traditional centralized ‘permissioned’ ledgers (those that can only be edited by selected parties), a
trend that seems set to continue.
Meanwhile, national regulatory bodies fret and position for some control over the market. As the US
Securities and Exchange Commission Chair Gary Gensler said: ‘At this time, it’s more like the Wild
West. This asset class is rife with fraud, scams and abuse ... In many cases, investors aren’t able to
get rigorous, balanced and complete information. If we don’t address these issues, I worry a lot of
people will be hurt.’24
Others strike a more optimistic tone, suggesting that the long-term potential outweighs the shortterm risks. As The Economist argued, decentralized finance ‘has the potential to rewire how the
financial system works, with all the promise and perils that entails’. 25 Others even suggest crypto
will wipe out traditional finance, national fiat currencies and perhaps even economic inequality and
hardship. For example, Bitcoin evangelist and president of El Salvador Nayib Bukele has made his
country the first to accept Bitcoin as legal tender and has undertaken to invest in Bitcoin assets
with national finances, purportedly through his mobile phone. His gamble has thus far produced
disastrous results undermining the fiscal stability of the country and seeing tens of millions of
national wealth wiped out. 26
International institutions tasked with global financial stability fret over the consequences of
cryptocurrencies’ more mainstream adoption, relatively limited though it remains. 27 While the

Facebook executive David Marcus testifies
during a hearing in Washington DC, July
2019. The company’s plans to launch a
dollar-backed stablecoin was obstructed by
lawmakers. Photo: Alex Wong/Getty Images
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use cases of blockchain technologies, cryptocurrencies and their derivative industries are un‑
clear, financial regulators have increasingly sought to step into the void. Ironically, they do so
in contravention of the libertarian goals of blockchain, which aimed to make the intermediated
financial system irrelevant.
As of late 2021, according to research by the Law Library of Congress, nine countries, including China,
Egypt, Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Bangladesh, Iraq and Qatar, have completely banned cryptocurren‑
cies, while dozens of others have implicitly banned them through banking restrictions. The number of
countries with severe restrictions has doubled since 2018.28 Some do so for reasons of political and
capital controls, while other pariah governments actively use them to enable geopolitical goals or to
circumvent external capital controls.29
Most national governments point to criminal and consumer risks as reasons to prohibit these markets
or bring them under stricter regulatory control.30 Both outcomes challenge the fundamental anarchodecentralization precepts that underpinned the early adoption of blockchain technologies – state
control and regulation was not supposed to be possible. This challenge fuels the growing division within
the crypto–decentralized finance world between those who maintain a revolutionary decentralized
economic purism, and those who see mainstream institutional adoption as key to their scalability and
embrace regulation to encourage adoption by traditional financial institutions.
Undoubtedly, many retail crypto investors are the victims of mis-selling, Ponzi schemes, ignorance
and a number of other risks that favour unscrupulous actors in this under-regulated market. Possibly,
the big cryptocurrencies will turn out to be Ponzi schemes in and of themselves.31 Meanwhile, crypto
has long been associated with facilitating criminal activities and a major source of organized criminal
financing, money laundering and, to a lesser degree, terrorist financing.32 Complete bans, however,
would be wildly unpopular and hard to enforce in the major democratic countries, leading many states,
such as the US, to try and regulate them instead.
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BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGIES
EXPLAINED

T

he crypto revolution began in October 2008 with the publication of an article by Satoshi
Nakamoto. A still unknown cryptographer, they offered a solution to the paradoxes of peerto-peer electronic cash systems that would negate the need for traditional commercial banks

or central banks.33
Over centuries, systems of accounting and auditing have evolved to verify transactions, ledgers,
ownership and distribution of economic goods. These systems are costly and ultimately duplicative
but essential to modern economies and finance. To circumvent these centralized systems, blockchains
look to overcome a key problem known as ‘distributed consensus’. This problem centres on how
multiple, independent computers can agree a common data set in the presence of faults and fraud.34

How can numerous actors agree on transactions, balances or overall ledgers when some will be acci‑
dentally or maliciously wrong, assigning value or assets to the wrong actors or duplicating transactions?
For example, what if one actor tricks the system to send multiple payments to the same fraudulent
processor for a good or service? A distributed consensus network ensures a consensus of data among
computers and overcomes these problems.35
Bitcoin’s distributed consensus algorithm derives from transaction validators, or ‘miners’, freely joining
and competing to win rewards of bitcoin. The technological breakthrough is the application of a ‘proof
of work’ function, which imposes computational costs on those mining for rewards. Miners collect a
list of outstanding transactions, known as a ‘block’, while simultaneously competing to find a randomly
chosen string of numbers and letters (a secure hash algorithm). The more miners competing, the
harder the computational puzzle will be. When a miner solves the puzzle, they broadcast it along with
the block, to the broader Bitcoin network and claim their reward. Rewards come from newly minted
bitcoins (plus any fees that users have attached).36
The network then validates the block through consensus, verifying that transactions are legitimate
and no double spending has occurred.37 Then, competition for the next block begins, mathematically
building on the preceding chain of blocks that computationally trace all the way to the origin Bitcoin
block. The proof of work consensus mechanism makes it near mathematically impossible that a ma‑
licious actor can alter the blockchain without controlling 51 per cent of nodes within the network.38
The value of Bitcoin is the incentive for miners to continue the process of validating transactions and
maintaining the blockchain of transaction histories.39
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1

A transaction occurs on the
blockchain (A sends B unique
bitcoins from a secure
digital wallet)

6

The ‘miners’ whose computers
are first to verify transactions
and maintain the blockchain
win a chunk of brand new
bitcoins as their reward.
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2

Software bundles this transaction,
along with others, into a block, and
transmits this block to a network of
computers for verification.

3

4
Computers on this network
race to verify the block
of transactions.

The updated blockchain is
distributed to the entire network
and used for future verification.

Once it is proven valid, the block is
added to the entire shared ledger of
all Bitcoin transactions. This shared
ledger is called the blockchain.

FIGURE 1 The Bitcoin ‘mining’ process.
SOURCE: Adapted

from Cameron McLain, A brief history of blockchain: An investor’s perspective,

Medium, July 2017.

Many point to weaknesses within this proof of work model, particularly its slow and limited transaction
processing and its massive energy consumption. The more competition, the more computational
power that is required. Consequently, Bitcoin mining now utilizes more energy than entire countries.
Regulators in Europe are even pushing cryptocurrencies away from proof of work towards proof
of stake, with some suggesting a possible ban on the former.40 Proof of stake only allows miners to
validate blocks if they have provided a ‘stake’ or security deposit, motivating them to confirm legitimate
transactions and prevent a ‘fork’, or split, in the blockchain, as they would lose their stake. The more
coins they have to put up as stake combined with the amount of time they have been mining, the
higher their capacity to mine and validate blocks will be. Miners are then chosen randomly for each
transaction through a weighted algorithm that takes these factors into account. This method seeks
to address perceived weaknesses in proof of work, including its energy usage, environmental impact,
speed and scalability.41 However, many view it as a less secure, fair and stable form of mining.42
Bitcoin operates on public-key cryptography, which consists of publicly available keys and privately
held keys by transacting parties. To make a Bitcoin transaction, the sender first encodes their payment
using the receiver’s public key. Following this, they use their own private key to authorize the transfer
of funds. Upon receipt, the receiver decodes the payment with their private key. Consequently, both
parties can in theory remain pseudonymous, identifiable only by their public keys.43 Further, users can
10

only retrieve funds by possessing their private keys; a public key alone cannot retrieve funds, meaning
that if a private key is compromised or lost, the currency can never be regained. Meanwhile, if the
public key is ever matched to a user, then transactions associated with that key can be traced to them
given Bitcoin’s publicly available database. As such, Bitcoin is not fully anonymous but pseudonymous.
Other technologies have developed to help further increase anonymity such as tumblers and mixing
services that obscure the origins of transactions. For example, instead of sending funds to a receiver,
leaving a history of transactions between public keys, the sender can transfer the funds to a tum‑
bler that mixes the balance of various senders together and resends part of them to the intended
recipient thereby breaking the chain of ownership. Another protocol allows senders to send bitcoins
to an escrow account where they mint a secondary temporary currency called ‘zerocoin’ for the
same amount. The zerocoin balance is then sent to the receiver, masking the initial sender from the
Bitcoin blockchain. The receiver then redeems the zerocoin for the bitcoins in the escrow account. A
number of alternative cryptocurrencies, such as Dash and Monero, have emerged to further enable
anonymizing of transactions.44
Bitcoin ultimately inaugurated the cryptocurrency industry, which decentralized finance, smart
contracts, NFTs, decentralized autonomous organizations (DAOs) and numerous other projects are
part of. Bitcoin enabled the operation of decentralized money, but it has more limited capabilities
for enabling financial services. Filling that gap, Ethereum was launched in 2015 as an advancement
of blockchain technologies, enabling financial services – including lending, borrowing, trading and
derivatives. It became a preferred platform for developers given its Turing complete programming
language solidity.45 Further, Ethereum’s ERC20 standard for creating new tokens enables developers
to build token applications that are interoperable with other products and services.46
Since Bitcoin’s genesis, many government and private sector initiatives are using variations of blockchain
technology in more closed environments and without the presence of in-protocol currencies, such
as bitcoins or ethereum. These are referred to as ‘permissioned’ blockchains, which limit the entities
(nodes) that are allowed to add to the blockchain. As this type of permissioned database technology is
far from new, many choose not to refer to it as ‘blockchain’ and instead use the term ‘distributed ledger
technology’ (DLT). However, the expanded use of DLT, alongside central bank digital currencies, is clearly
attributable to Bitcoin’s disruptive impact. Despite the technology not necessarily being new, the use
cases often are, for example, removing the need for individual databases and expensive reconciliation
procedures, shifting some organizations towards shared common, auditable databases.47

Bitcoin Ethereum

Other
cryptocurrencies

DECENTRALIZED

FIGURE 2

Permissioned
blockchains

Initial coin
offerings

Databases

CENTRALIZED

The spectrum of decentralization.

SOURCE: Adapted

from Michael Casey et al., The Impact of Blockchain Technology on Finance: A Catalyst for

Change, Geneva Reports on the World Economy 21 (Geneva: ICMB International Center for Monetary
and Banking Studies, 2018).
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Smart contracts and decentralized finance
Aside from being a ledger of transactions and transfers, blockchains can also record other timesequenced data. This enables blockchains to process so-called ‘smart’ contracts, which can digitally
facilitate and execute transfers and other actions based on pre-programmed contractual condi‑
tions.48 Once live, a smart contract cannot be altered and must run as programmed. For example,
it could automatically disburse funds to a recipient account upon receipt of a pre-agreed digital
signature confirming the delivery of goods. This removes the need for a trusted third party – such
as an intermediary, trustee or escrow agent – as the blockchain network automatically enforces
the execution of the contract on its own.49
Although Bitcoin enables only a small set of smart contracts, other platforms – most notably
Ethereum, Binance Coin, Cardano and Solana, to name a few – enable full-featured smart con‑
tracts, i.e they are programmable, on top of core transaction enabling functionality.50 They allow
the creation of distributed applications that, together with smart contracts, enable individuals
and organizations to enter into pre-agreed and pre-programmed arrangements executed and
operated without the need for human input, management structures or other processes that
typify traditional business or organizational structures. As Ethereum’s website claims, ‘Ethereum
is for more than payments. It’s a marketplace of financial services, games and apps that can’t steal
your data or censor you.’51
For many, Ethereum has become synonymous with the possibilities of decentralized finance. In
early 2020, Ethereum settled the equivalent of US$116 billion worth of transactions. By mid
2021, that figure had reached US$2.5 trillion, roughly the equivalent payment processes of Visa.52
The arguments in favour of Ethereum range from its cheap operating costs, instant processing
capabilities, lack of room for human error and risk reduction, for example by pre-requiring collateral
to reduce default risk.53 Ethereum also allows the creation of tokens, which confer ownership
rights and revenue streams to those stipulated within the blockchain. Moreover, the low barriers
to entry are a boon for innovation.
However, the downside risks to decentralized finance are substantial. There is no ‘real’ economy
underpinning it – merely a theoretical one, such as the possibility of DeFi currencies replacing
traditional ones.54 Although a real economy could emerge on top of decentralized finance and as
a result of it, the likelihood is far from clear. Critics also caution that smart contracts can become
another vehicle for fraud and scams, with ‘rug pulls’ (where developers disappear with investors’
funds) and other misconfigurations baked into an otherwise seemingly valid contract.55 In 2021,
US$2.8 billion in crypto-based scams came from rug pulls.56 The case for decentralized finance,
while beguiling, is by no means assured. As one Financial Times commentator noted:
There are only two groups of people prepared to go to costly lengths to decentralize a service
which is already available (in what is often a much higher quality form) in a centralised or
conventional hierarchal state. One group is criminals and fraudsters. The other is ideologues and
cultists. The first sees the additional cost/effort as worthwhile due to the un-censorable utility
of these systems. The second consumes it simply as a luxury or cultured good.57
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DeFi products
Non-fungible tokens
Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are tokens of ownership for things such as digital outputs, art, collectibles
and, potentially, tangibles such as real estate. They are created through smart contracts that assign
ownership and manage their transferability. NFTs can only have one official owner at any given time
and they are immutably stored on a blockchain, meaning that just as with a cryptocurrency, no one
can modify a past record of ownership or resell the same NFT to different owners at the same time.
A key innovation is that content creators can pre-programme royalties into NFTs, so that they receive
a share of payment every time the asset is sold.58

Decentralized autonomous organizations
Decentralized autonomous organizations (DAOs) operate as businesses that are collectively owned
and managed by members with rules established through smart contracts. For example, they have
pre-programmed treasuries that restrict access without group approval. Decisions, meanwhile, are
governed by voting according to pre-programmed statutes and rules, negating the need for a chief
executive or financial officer.59 This, its proponents claim, opens new opportunities for ‘collaboration
and coordination’.60 DAOs can operate for a variety of purposes. For example, they can be used to
purchase art collectively, as with the November 2021 failed attempt to purchase a rare copy of the
US constitution.61 In 2021, BitDAO became the world’s biggest DAO, raising US$2.5 billion, including
with large contributions from major tech investors.62

Tokens and initial coin offerings
Cryptocurrencies and tokens are often confused, but they are significantly different. For example,
cryptocurrencies are always generated by their own blockchains. Meanwhile, tokens are usually issued
within a smart contract run on a blockchain network such as Ethereum.
Most cryptocurrencies were created through the mining process. Tokens, meanwhile, can be sold to
investors through initial coin offerings (ICOs) to finance the development of an application or other
blockchain projects. However, there is some overlap. Ethereum initially had a rudimentary coin offering
of ether, but since then it has relied on mining to issue new coins.63 The tokens and ICO space is
replete with frauds, scams and abuse by criminal actors.64

Sothesby’s auction house, New York.
In November 2019, a decentralized
autonomous organization attempted
and failed to purchase a rare
copy of the US constitution using
cryptocurrencies. Photo by Yuki
Iwamura/AFP via Getty Images
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CRYPTO, CRIME AND CONTROL

B

lockchain technology in theory could transform the operation of financial markets, with potentially
large economic, social and political benefits, such as bringing the financial system closer to those
currently without access to it. However, this can only occur if key issues around cost of trust,

criminal penetration and utilization, and appropriate governance structures are resolved.65

Law enforcement agencies fear the industry will serve to enable criminal activity and financial regulators
are concerned about the crypto economy, which poses growing financial systemic risk as crypto assets
and derivative products become embedded and disbursed through mainstream finance.66 To many, it is
reminiscent of sub-prime mortgages in the 2000s, where derivative products enabled toxic assets and
debt to be catastrophically masked and spread through the financial system precipitating its near collapse
in 2008.67
Although many governments point to the industry’s immense environmental impact as a reason to regulate,
the issues of consumer predation, crime, money laundering and terrorist financing present the most
immediate impetus for regulators to come to grips with the technology. There are a number of cases of
cryptocurrencies being used for crime, including the commissioning of murder, human trafficking and
child exploitation.68 Decentralized finance has spawned a vast world of financial engineering, which has
been shadowed by organized crime and malicious actors. Fraud, scams, ‘pump and dump’ (a fraudulent
practice of encouraging new investors to buy crypto assets to artificially inflate the price, selling the shares
at their peak and leaving new investors ‘holding the bag’ when the price collapses),69 Ponzi schemes,70
embezzlement, ransomware attacks and phishing, to name a few, seem nearly ubiquitous in the crypto
world. In just some examples, perpetrators of Ponzi schemes convince victims to buy non-existent crypto
funds or crypto-backed securities.71
In May 2021, the crypto market lost 47 per cent of its value in a week due to China’s ban on crypto trading
and mining, as well as a surreal imbroglio involving a well-known electric car company and Bitcoin.72 And
cases of embezzlement are rife. For example, QuadrigaCX was at one time believed to be Canada’s largest
crypto exchange. It collapsed after it emerged that the exchange manager had suddenly died, taking all
digital wallet passwords with him, and that he had used investor funds for travel and other luxury items.
Questions remain about whether the funds had ever actually purchased cryptocurrencies.73
Crypto exchanges have emerged as a particularly contentious issue. They provide means towards more
widespread adoption of blockchain products but also a mismatch with Bitcoin’s anarcho-utopian founda‑
tions. Exchanges are a new form of transaction intermediation, helping overcome the transactional and
technological limitations of permission-less, decentralized, blockchains. Centralized crypto exchanges tend
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Many cryptocurrency exchange
companies locate in tax havens to
avoid regulations and oversight. Here,
Binance’s headquarters in the Cayman
Islands. Photo: Askarim/Shutterstock

to go beyond traditional market exchanges, directly matching agents, counterparties and custodians of
asset classes. As one Financial Times writer argued, ‘cryptocurrency trading platforms have a little secret:
they masquerade as “exchanges” but, most of the time, they’re actually brokers’.74
This has led to accusations of conflict of interest, exchanges front-running clients (a generally illegal
practice in securities trading where brokers use insider knowledge of client transactions to pre-trade on
price changes that planned client activity will produce, for example buying a stock knowing that the client’s
purchase will drive the price up) and other consumer–investor protection issues. Cases of fraud have been
well documented, such as the CoinUp exchange in South Korea, which operated as a Ponzi scheme and
defrauded investors of US$384 million. Ultimately, the CEO was sentenced to 16 years in prison, and a
range of prison sentences was given to other executives at the firm.75
The exchange sector has skyrocketed due to high fees, regulatory arbitrage and market volatility, all of which
have driven enormous profits. Many exchanges choose to locate in tax havens to avoid regulations and over‑
sight,76 leading to high-profile disputes with national regulators. For example, Binance, based in the Cayman
Islands, was banned by UK regulators in 2021 from conducting ‘any regulated activity’ in the UK.77 Others
explicitly seek to bring their activities within regulatory tents, believing it to be the most sustainable approach.
Regardless, the profitability of the sector draws enormous investor interest: Binance is estimated to have
made US$1 billion in profits in 202178 and Coinbase, as of May 2022, boasts a market cap of US$16.72
billion – down roughly 80 per cent from its peak in 2021, which at one point stood at US$80 billion making
it the seventh biggest new listing on the US stock market of all time. (Adjusting for inflation, it was 25 per
cent larger than Goldman Sachs, which listed in 1999.)79 Ultimately, competition and aggressive moves on
regulatory oversight are putting downward pressure on exchanges, but questions of their value, security
and role in the crypto economy remain.80
Decentralized exchanges, on the other hand, are a closer approximation to Bitcoin’s peer-to-peer goals,
providing only a matching-agent function. However, they represent a relatively small part of the market,
although Uniswap, the largest decentralized exchange, recently saw its lifetime trading volume exceed
US$1 trillion.81 Many highlight the lack of consumer protections around decentralized exchanges, other
than warning ‘buyer beware’ – a concept in commercial law originating from the Latin caveat emptor, which
suggests that the buyer purchases at their own risk.82
Meanwhile, phishing attacks thrive on crypto’s lack of backdoor entry, i.e. absence of way to gain access
without the original password, to user accounts, meaning that gaining control of a users’ password can
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provide irrevocable access to crypto funds. Another key mechanism is ransomware, whereby hackers
take over computer systems and sell access back only upon payment of ransom through Bitcoin or other
cryptocurrencies to avoid detection.83
The development of anonymity-enhanced cryptocurrencies, mixers and tumblers, decentralized exchanges,
privacy wallets and a host of anti-censorship platforms serve to further obscure and reduce transparency.
In combination with the proliferation of DeFi activities, these provide high AML/CTF risks.84 Market
manipulation is also seemingly endemic. The tech bubble and crypto boom of the COVID era is a new
extreme evolution of this, with billionaires and celebrities taking to TV to ‘pump’ preferred tokens, many
of which saw thousands of per cent gains and losses in short periods.85 For example, Dogecoin gained
12 000 per cent in a four-month period in 2021, before collapsing over 90 per cent over the next 12
months.86 Most of the major price changes occurred over a matter of days.
Meanwhile, a number of companies have sought to develop stablecoins to take advantage of the crypto
trend. As these digital assets or tokens tend to be pegged to a certain value, they are seen as a less volatile
option than other cryptocurrencies. The most prominent and controversial example is Tether, which sells
its coins for US$1 and promises to redeem them for US$1, meaning the coins have an equal, or stable,
value relative to the dollar.87 There have been widespread accusations against stablecoins, with significant
questions raised about their capital backing. Tether is frequently highlighted as relying excessively on
commercial paper, short-term unsecured promissory notes that are issued by commercial entities as a
promise to repay a loaned amount. This commercial paper could prove far less liquid in cases of financial
distress and raise questions about how redeemable they are, meaning that Tether could potentially be
viewed as unable to meet its redemption obligations, resulting in a ‘run on the bank’ where customers
withdraw their funds from the stablecoin all at once, producing a collapse. Others suggest the use of
stablecoins is a route to artificially inflate cryptocurrency prices and facilitate market manipulation.88
The issues surrounding stablecoins came into stark relief in May 2022 when one of the most prominent
US dollar-backed stablecoins, terraUSD and its sister token luna, collapsed in a matter of days, wiping
out tens of billions of dollars in investors’ money. The episode had all of the hallmarks of a Ponzi scheme,
with ‘pump and dump’ and misplaced technological hubris, coinciding with gullible investors seeking high
returns from a financial instrument most could not understand. At its peak, luna had a market cap of US$60
billion. Reports of suicides and complete financial loss for retail investors were matched by reports of large
institutional holders cashing out prior to the collapse.89

The crime–crypto nexus
The relationship between cash money and crime is complex. Acclaimed Harvard economist Kenneth
Rogoff, for example, called for the elimination of large denomination cash to help reduce criminal activity
and tax evasion.90 Former US Treasury Secretary Lawrence Summers made a similar argument, suggesting
the US ‘kill the $100 bill’.91 In Europe, a number of countries limit cash transactions and have reduced
the size of their available currency denominations, while the European Central Bank stopped producing
€500 notes in 2018.92
However, for these initiatives to be successful, countries would also need to ban cash money substitutes,
including cryptocurrencies (although how close a substitute they are is a point of heated debate).93 Many
countries have already seen a steady decline in cash payments, such as Sweden, where rates of cash usage
fell by 47 per cent from 2009 to 2017.94 Further, Sweden has one of the most advanced CBDC projects,
inspired by cryptocurrencies but using a more centralized and traditional database system.
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a large part of the 512 per cent rise in crypto thefts between 2020 and 2021. Of the US$3.2 billion
of crypto stolen, 72 per cent came from DeFi protocols.106
Chainalysis points out that crypto-related crime is growing slower than the crypto market. Only 0.15
per cent of the US$15.8 trillion in crypto trade volume in 2021 derived from illicit addresses – or
those confirmed to be related to illicit activity. This is a 79 per cent increase from 2020 but a fraction
of the overall increase in the size of the crypto trading market, which expanded 550 per cent.107 In
other words, the share of the market that illicit activities control more than halved from 0.34 per
cent in 2020. This dataset places it on par with credit and debit cards, which have a fraud rate in the
US of 0.13 per cent.108
Critics highlight that these datasets miss vast amounts of criminal activity as the figures are solely
based on activity confirmed to be linked to illicit transactions. However, unless money laundering
explicitly originates online, it will not be captured by the data. When crimes occur off the blockchain
but the funds are washed or ‘layered’ through crypto transactions, the analysis fails to account for
this as money laundering related to crypto. As one analyst said, ‘it is reasonable to assume that these
reports do not account for a significant “dark figure of crime”, which has either not been detected or
not been reported so far’.109
Some academic assessments place the illicit share at 23 per cent of transactions.110 In 2019, a report
estimated that ‘around $76 billion of illegal activity per year involve bitcoin (46% of bitcoin transac‑
tions), which is close to the scale of the U.S. and European markets for illegal drugs’.111 The authors
acknowledged that market share declines as Bitcoin increases mainstream societal adoption, but the
scale remains enormous.
Despite disagreements on the figures, cryptocurrencies are increasing their role in illicit activities, while
the share of illicit activities to the overall scale of the crypto market is decreasing.112 According to the
Chainalysis dataset, by January 2022, US$10 billion in cryptocurrency was held by illicit addresses.113
Although law enforcement bodies and regulators have shown greater capabilities at managing
crypto-related crime and recovering stolen assets, decentralized finance poses rapidly evolving
challenges.114 For example, the total value of US dollars locked in decentralized finance has risen
from roughly US$34 billion in January 2021 to roughly US$90 billion in January 2022, before falling
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back to US$54 billion in May 2022.115 Volatility is intense, particularly when broken into component
parts of lending, assets, decentralized exchanges, derivatives and payments.116 In 2021, decentralized
finance witnessed roughly US$2.2 billion of funds stolen, up 1 330 per cent from 2020.117 Nevertheless,
new forms of public–private partnerships118 are also evolving to respond to these challenges, as seen
by the collaboration between firms such as Chainalysis, the UK’s National Crime Agency and other
international law enforcement bodies.119
Crypto also facilitates credit card theft. As one article highlights, “hundreds of millions of payment card
details have been stolen from online retailers, banks and payments companies before being sold for
cryptocurrency on online marketplaces such as UniCC”.120 The stolen card details are used for large
purchases of goods or gift cards that can then be resold for cash, known as ‘carding’. Estimates put
the scale of the carding market at US$1.4 billion annually.121 In January 2022, UniCC, then the biggest
dark web marketplace for stolen credit and debit cards, announced it was closing down. One estimate
suggests its operators earned US$358 million in purchases since 2013, transactions that were paid
using a number of cryptocurrencies including Bitcoin, Litecoin, Ethereum and Dash.122 Exactly one
year before, in January 2021, the previous market leader, Joker’s Stash, closed with sales of stolen
card data totalling US$400 million.123
It is likely that the voluntary closure of these trading platforms is in part a reflection of risk, with some
cases of successful seizure by law enforcement. For example, in mid-2021, Slilpp, a stolen credentials
market, was seized by the FBI following support by European and other policing agencies. Slilpp had
earned an estimated US$22 million in Bitcoin during its operation.124

Conflict and sanctions avoidance
A number of countries maintain a complex relationship with cryptocurrencies due to their purported
ability to facilitate sanctions avoidance and other criminal activities. North Korea allegedly stole up
to US$400 million in digital assets in 2021 and, according to a UN report, used the proceeds to fund
its missile programmes.125 Chainalysis, whose research forms the basis for much reporting on North
Korea, stated that from 2020 to 2021 ‘the number of North Korean-linked hacks jumped from four
to seven, and the value extracted from these hacks grew by 40%’.126
In Russia, estimates before the invasion of Ukraine suggested that roughly US$92 billion were held
in crypto assets, spread across 17 million crypto wallets.127 Russia is the third largest Bitcoin-mining
country in the world, behind the US and Kazakhstan (although Kazakhstan may struggle to retain that
role given increasing unrest in the country).128 As of August 2021, Russia accounted for roughly 11 per
cent of global ‘hashrate’, or computing power within the Bitcoin network.129
However, Russia has ostensibly opposed cryptocurrencies because of their role in money laundering
and terrorist financing. The government gave it legal status in 2020 but instituted a ban on crypto as
a means of payment.130 In December 2021, the country’s central bank prohibited mutual funds from
investing in cryptocurrencies.131 And in January 2022, the bank issued a report calling for a complete
ban on crypto trading and mining, citing their volatility, potential as Ponzi schemes, their role in illegal
transactions and risk for enabling capital flight from emerging markets.132
The move suggested an effort to crack down on crypto privacy, seen as a potential boon to opposition
groups within Russia.133 Further, with the central bank planning its own digital rouble, concerns that
crypto could serve to weaken monetary policy tools at a time of rising inflation added to the incentive
for crypto controls.134 The Russian parliament had indicated crypto regulation as a priority in its spring
2022 session, although with less support for banning mining given its contribution to the economy.135
Moreover, the Central Bank’s call for a ban on crypto was echoed by the Federal Security Service,
which viewed it as a means to fund opposition parties and media outlets deemed ‘foreign agents’.136
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Russia’s invasion of Ukraine magnified these dynamics and created new ones. Prior to the war, President
Vladimir Putin supported a ‘tax and regulate’ approach rather than a ban.137 Following the invasion,
cryptocurrencies received significant international attention as a means to fund and support Ukrainian
resistance – by mid March, Ukraine had received US$64 million from 120 000 individuals.138 In the face
of tens of billions of dollars in aid to Ukraine, the amount pales significantly, but has been seen as an
important public relations element of the war and one which the government has sought to capitalize on,
including through wartime legislation to formalize Ukrainian cryptocurrency regulations.139
Concerns about how cryptocurrencies could blunt the effectiveness of sanctions have also abounded,
and most analyses highlight that both sides potentially benefitted from cryptocurrencies.140 However,
as with the relative size of donations to Ukraine, scale matters. As one analysis highlights, ‘total crypto
trading volumes on all exchanges worldwide averaged about $24 billion in February, compared to the
$5 trillion per day in transactions over SWIFT, the financial messaging system from which major Russian
banks are now banned’.141
In April 2022, Russia’s Central Bank doubled down on efforts to decouple from US- and Europeandominated global financial infrastructure and create its own mechanisms, including launching its digital
rouble in 2023, which would be capable of making and receiving international payments. They also
committed to expand the list of countries that would be willing and able to accept their alternative to
Visa and Mastercard, MIR, a banking card issued by the bank.142
Meanwhile, Binance – initially reticent about nation-level bans143 – announced it would deactivate the
account of all Russian nationals and registered companies with holdings in excess of €10 000, in line with
the fifth round of EU sanctions.144 Further, US sanctions in April 2022 specifically targeted a Russian
Bitcoin-mining firm, BitRiver, to prevent Russia from circumventing earlier sanctions. BitRiver is effectively
banned from interacting with US crypto exchanges or purchasing mining equipment.145
While the long-term implications of cryptocurrencies in this conflict are by no means clear, a number
of tentative themes emerge. First, governments have made progress in linking cryptocurrencies into
sanctions packages and it is likely that this will further demonstrate that cryptocurrencies can be regulated
as a part of mainstream finance rather than operating as an alternate or parallel system. Second, the scale
of cryptocurrency transactions pales into insignificance when compared to more traditional methods of
payment and funding in modern war economies. Third, it is likely that the geopolitical role of CBDCs will
continue to grow, and there are important and currently unanswerable questions about if and how they
will potentially challenge or upend Western-led sanctions against Russia or future sanctions making, or
busting, capabilities.

A Bitcoin cryptocurrency exchange shop
in Kyiv, February 2022. Following Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine, governments have
made progress in linking cryptocurrencies
into sanctions packages. Photo: Ethan
Swope/Bloomberg via Getty Images
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Cryptocurrencies in Latin America
Venezuela’s petromoneda
Venezuela has had an ambivalent relationship with cryptocurrencies. Initially, as the economy went into freefall
and hyperinflation destroyed the national currency, many
Venezuelans turned to Bitcoin and other digital currencies
as a way to counteract government financial controls and
protect against inflation.146
Nicolás Maduro’s regime initially saw it as a threat, before
recognizing its potential.147 In 2018, his government
launched a cryptocurrency known as the petromoneda (or
‘petro’), which many viewed as an attempt to circumvent US

A protest against President Nayib Bukele and Bitcoin, San Salvador,
September 2021. That year, El Salvador became the world’s first
country to adopt Bitcoin as a legal tender. Photo: Camilo Freedman/
Bloomberg via Getty Images

sanctions. In March 2018, President Trump issued an executive order banning all transactions within the US or by US
nationals with digital currencies issued by the Venezuelan
government.148
Despite widespread public distaste and mistrust for the cur-

currency on his phone on behalf of the country.152 Although

rency, the petro is backed by the country’s oil reserves and
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Bukele’s own admissions – that he has purchased 1 801
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bitcoins at an estimated average price of US$50 000 for a

Venezuela pay for their fuel with petro.149

total of US$90 million. Bukele claimed to continue to ‘buy
the dip’ (purchase more based on the speculative notion

El Salvador: empowerment or
fraud?

that all price declines are transitory, therefore simply ‘dips’)
as Bitcoin’s prices tumbled through December 2021 and
January 2022.153

In September 2021, El Salvador became the world’s first
country to adopt Bitcoin as a legal tender. President Nayib
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some commentators have referred to his efforts as a ‘con

roughly US$20–US$25 million.154 By May 2022, the losses

artist’s grift’ that has turned sour.150

had reached almost US$40 million, or 35 per cent negative
return on the 2 301 state-owned bitcoins.155 On 26 January

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) echoes these con-

2022, the IMF’s Executive Board called on El Salvador to

cerns. In 2021, it described El Salvador’s experiment with

remove Bitcoin as a form of legal tender, warning its sta-

Bitcoin as providing a possibility for more efficient pay-

tus could prevent the country receiving future loans from

ments, but at the risk of high price volatility and ‘significant

the organization, including a long sought US$1.3 billion loan

risks to consumer protection, financial integrity, and finan-

currently stalled due to concerns over Bitcoin.156 Bukele’s

cial stability’ as well as ‘fiscal contingent liabilities’. The IMF

efforts to circumvent traditional markets by issuing a

concluded that Bitcoin ‘should not be used as a legal tender’.

US$1 billion Bitcoin bond stalled due to ongoing crypto

They called for a ‘narrowing’ of the law and a strengthening

market volatility and domestic political gridlock, while the

of consumer safeguards within the national e-wallet, Chivo,

country faces a US$800 million bond repayment in January

with a greater protection, segregation and ring fencing of

2023, sparking concerns that default is increasingly likely.157

reserve assets, and more regulatory oversight of the pay-

Far from financial freedom and development, it appears the

ment system with a particular focus on AML/CFT.151

president’s hype experiment with Bitcoin may yet bankrupt

The reality has been a president using national finances

the country as its credit rating is now junk status and its dol-

to speculate on Bitcoin, describing himself as trading the

lar bonds trade at record-low values.158
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■

INTERNATIONAL REGULATIONS

T

he Financial Action Task Force (FATF) is an independent inter-governmental body that works
to prevent money laundering, terrorist financing and the financing of weapons of mass
destruction, and provides the global standard for AML and CFT regulations. The FATF

first substantially engaged cryptocurrencies in 2014 with a preliminary assessment, followed by its
‘Guidance for a risk-based approach to virtual currencies’ in 2015.159 In 2018, the FATF clarified that
its recommendations applied to all financial activities involving ‘virtual assets’ and updated its glossary
to include two new terms: ‘virtual assets’ (VAs) and ‘virtual asset service providers’ (VASPs). Under
the recommendations, VASPs were to be regulated for AML/CFT, should be licensed or registered,
and subject to monitoring and supervision systems.160
In 2021, the FATF issued an updated guidance that highlighted key elements that qualify an entity
as a VASP, which were ‘acting as a business or on behalf of another person and providing or actively
facilitating VA-related activities’.161 As one crypto news site described it, the regulatory guidance

‘appears designed to corral much of the nascent industry into the existing regulatory framework
for banks’.162
The FATF, with strong support from the US and the G20 more broadly,163 clarified that although
CBDCs are not defined as VAs, they are nevertheless bound by FATF standards as fiat currencies. This
created a level playing field for all VASPs and traditional financial institutions with regard to AML/CFT
obligations,164 despite extensive criticisms and lobbying against such regulations by the cryptocurrency
sector.165 Former US Treasury Secretary Mnuchin praised this approach in 2019, stating: ‘We will not
allow cryptocurrency to become the equivalent of secret numbered accounts. We will allow for proper
use, but we will not tolerate the continued use for illicit activities.’166
The subsequent 2019 guidelines established the ‘travel rule’ for VASPs, meaning they needed to
transmit detailed information from the sending customer and the beneficiary, such as their name and
account details, among other data.167 A collection of crypto industry leaders grouped together to
form the Joint Working Group for InterVASP Messaging Standards and in 2020 released IVMS101, a
messaging standard that provides a uniform model for datasets sent between VASPs under the travel
rule.168 Meanwhile, the FATF issued a separate report to the G20 on the regulation of stablecoins.169
The 2021 FATF guidance focused particularly on decentralized exchanges as well as trying to create
regulatory frameworks around rapidly emerging fintech sectors.170 In October 2021, the FATF
updated the guidance to provide narrower definitions of VAs and VASPs, making clear that ‘there
should not be a case where a relevant financial asset is not covered by the FATF standard’.171 It also
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The Financial Action Task Force
is focusing on creating regulatory
frameworks around rapidly emerging
fintech sectors. Photo: Social media

offered guidance on how to apply FATF standards to stablecoins as well as additional clarification
on the travel rule.172
National efforts to comply with the FATF’s guidance have raised concerns that countries will move
towards bans on decentralized finance and other forms of crackdowns.173 In one such case, Estonia,
one of the first countries to begin issuing cryptocurrency licences in 2017, has embarked on a broad
regulatory crackdown in recent years, escalating further since the October 2021 FATF guidance.
Simultaneously, the country seeks to reassure crypto investors and holders174 while also warning that
money-laundering and terrorist-funding risks are significant.175
Crypto companies licensed in Estonia have 4.5 million customers overall, overseeing €20 billion in
transaction flows from August 2020 to August 2021. The country has 381 licensed crypto compa‑
nies, although 15 account for the majority of transactions. Initially, the country issued thousands of
licences, but revoked 2 000 of these over the past few years, with two-thirds of companies at one
point registered at just four addresses in Tallin. Moreover, regulators point to the high proportion of
transactions with higher-risk countries, with a number of transactions facilitated by the 15 compa‑
nies ending up in Luxembourg, Syria, Pakistan, Greece, Montenegro, Serbia and Belize. This risk is
compounded by the fact that assets often originate from Russia, Japan, Switzerland and North and
South America.176 The Estonian National Financial Intelligence Unit reports a rapidly growing set of
queries from authorities abroad, with roughly 100 requests surrounding scams and serious financial
crime suspicions in 2021 alone.177
Despite concerns within the fintech sector, the clarification of AML/CFT regulations predated a
massive influx of more traditional financial-sector funding into the virtual space. As one commentator
noted: ‘Complying with financial regulation takes time and money, and businesses that have historically
invested in compliance resources will have a significant head start … Banks looking to enter the virtual
asset space have been eager for greater regulatory clarity, and the FATF is giving them a huge boost
in that regard.’178

The policy horizon
Policymakers have a number of goals when regulating markets. First, they look to ensure some level
of fairness, efficiency and contractual certainty. Second, they try to instil more consumer and investor
protection, particularly in markets with high information or power asymmetries and customers who
are at risk of predation. Third, they seek to ensure a level of systemic financial stability. Since the
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2008 financial crisis, regulators have been clear that interconnected risk within global financial markets
means that no large financial market – however anarchic or libertarian its creators envisioned – can
be independent.179 Lastly, governments and regulators aim to prevent tax evasion, money laundering
and terrorist financing.
The year 2021 represented the solidification of regulatory trends already underway. In the US, for
instance, decentralized finance is now firmly in the regulatory agenda.180 In just one example, in late
2021 the US Commodity Futures Trading Commission filed charges against 14 crypto entities for
either failing to properly register or making false and misleading claims regarding their registration or
organizational membership.181 Similarly, demonstrating international regulatory reach, the US sanc‑
tioned a number of major Russian cryptocurrency exchanges and actors believed to be implicated in
money laundering.182
The trend continues around the world. In January 2022, Singapore’s financial regulator instructed
companies to avoid advertising crypto services to the public and instead limit themselves to promotion
through their websites and apps.183 The same month, Spain announced its own controls on crypto
advertising.184 In February, the UK’s Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC) updated its crypto
assets tax guide to specifically include staking and decentralized finance,185 and seized its first ever
NFT, valued at £1.4 million, saying that it served ‘as a warning to anyone who thinks they can use
crypto assets to hide money from HMRC’.186 This followed a move by a UK watchdog to restrict crypto
advertisements to only the wealthy and experienced Investors.187
Cryptocurrencies and decentralized finance face a multifront regulatory push that challenges many of
its anarcho-libertarian or criminal uses. AML/CFT regulations effectively treat virtual assets and VASPs
as other financial products. National regulatory agencies are pushing for greater oversight and are
working to shoehorn crypto and DeFi markets into existing regulatory structures. The environmental
challenges of proof of work mining are bringing the currencies squarely into conflict with EU member
states, while religious concerns have rendered the currencies haram among many Islamic groups due
to their speculative nature, lack of an underpinning commodity (such as gold), and their not fulfilling
the criteria for a medium of exchange under Islamic law.188
Law enforcement is also getting more effective at tackling crypto-related crime. In one notable case,
US law enforcement agencies managed to force a major ransomware operation offline by effectively
hacking it.189 The US Internal Revenue Service (IRS) has also become ruthlessly effective at recouping
illicit funds. It seized US$3.5 billion in cryptocurrencies during the 2021 fiscal year, accounting for 93
per cent of all the assets seized in that period.190 In early 2022, the IRS seized US$3.6 billion from a
couple accused of engaging in money laundering and fraud, despite their extensive obfuscation and
anonymization techniques.191 According to the IRS, its Criminal Investigation has ‘prioritized training
and the deployment of cryptocurrency, blockchain and open-source intelligence technologies to
unravel complex cyber-financial criminal schemes’.192
The geopolitical consequences of cryptocurrencies appear to run counter to the goals of a rulesbased international order. As discussed, pariah regimes seek to utilize the technologies to bypass
sanctions, fund military activities and enable an obfuscation of state actions at the international level.
Governments and international regulators are right to balk at the risk these currencies and technologies
pose if under-regulated and left to unfettered criminal and exploitative forces. Whether they continue
to offer any real value added or novel use cases when regulated in the same manner as traditional
financial institutions and services remains to be seen.
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CONCLUSION

C

ryptocurrencies, blockchain technologies and decentralized finance are a significant financial
innovation in and of themselves. However, whether the industry that emerged from that
innovation translates into true societal benefit – with actual use cases beyond a technology

elite or organized criminal actors – and whether they will outweigh the costs of a financial market
reckoning and regulatory crackdown is yet to be seen.
The use cases for cryptocurrencies are largely speculative and unproven. Consumer and investor risk
are extreme but masked by a predatory promotional industry built on hype, con, cultism, pseudoeconomics and market manipulation. The experience of past speculative manias do not give cause
for excessive optimism. As such, regulators are right to clamp down on the worst excesses within
these markets and limit their potential for criminal activities or geopolitical conflicts. Investors and
consumers should be aware that whatever irrationalities persist in the short to medium run, markets
will eventually force rationality on crypto speculation in the longer term. Should it indeed prove to
be an immense Ponzi scheme, it is likely that the scale of wealth destruction will be unprecedented
in human history.
Regulators must continue to expand their control and law enforcement must keep adapting to ensure
that criminals are not the key beneficiaries of these markets. How DeFi engineering will evolve to
enable scams, frauds, theft and money laundering to go undetected seems unclear. However, law
enforcement is getting more effective at tackling crypto-related crime, as evidenced by repeated
seizures of stolen assets and ever more complex methods of tracking criminal activity on blockchains.
Moreover, the regulatory net is also tightening. Countries’ main financial and AML regulators are
moving to tackle what they label as ‘mountains of fraud’ attached to cryptocurrencies, NFTs and
decentralized finance more broadly.193

The environmental impacts of crypto are a pressing issue, drawing recent ire from US lawmakers,194
persistent threats from European governments and criticism from regulators around the world. In
2020 alone, Bitcoin generated 60 million tonnes of CO2, which would require almost 300 million trees
to reabsorb.195 Estimates suggest Bitcoin and Ethereum at their peak used twice as much energy as
the country of Sweden. The Cambridge Bitcoin Electricity Consumption Index estimates the energy
consumption of Bitcoin alone at 0.18 per cent of global energy consumption.196 In November 2021,
Sweden’s financial regulator argued that crypto assets were ‘a threat to the climate transition’ and that
energy-intensive mining ‘should be banned’.197 Their estimates placed the carbon footprint of crypto
assets at the equivalent of 100 million round-trip flights from Sweden to Thailand.198
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A number of technical challenges surrounding blockchain technologies remain, including transaction
processing speeds, costs, scalability, interoperability and governance.199 There are also no barriers
to governments adopting blockchain technology as a means to compete with Bitcoin and others.200
The fact that early experiments with permission-less blockchain systems have led to permissioned
systems, and that CBDCs have shunned Nakamoto-style blockchain technology in favour of more
traditional ledger systems, suggests a fundamental problem in scalability – i.e. reaching sufficient size.
Moreover, the decentralized vision of blockchain, Bitcoin and web3 has given way to the emergence of
centralization and individual or institutional gatekeepers. Cryptocurrencies have been ‘forked’, NFTs
have been removed from digital marketplaces and vast transactions rely on centralized exchanges
rather than peer-to-peer ones. As Twitter founder Jack Dorsey argued, ‘You don’t own web 3. [Venture
capital] and their [limited partners] do.’201
Crypto is a small but significant fraction of global finance. The total assets of the largest banks in the
world were roughly US$128 trillion as of 2020, while global GDP was approximately US$84.5 trillion.202
At the time of writing, the total cryptocurrency market cap is US$1.31 trillion, having fallen from a
November 2021 peak of roughly US$3 trillion.203 Ignoring its extreme volatility, the cryptocurrency
industry represents around 1 per cent of global financial assets. For a sector that is under-regulated,
an enabler of crime and illicit activities, and replete with examples of fraud and potentialities for
systemic risk, regulators should be thankful that the share is not larger. The future path for blockchain
technologies seems set towards further regulation, centralization, de-anonymization, policing and
development of basic financial infrastructure to limit volatility and the risks of financial contagion or
economic collapse. This would be a positive trend for cryptocurrencies, financial markets and efforts
to tackle transnational organized crime.
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